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Abstract—The recent financial crisis and other major crises
have suggested that there are some strong interactions and in-
terdependence between several supply chains and their external
environments in various ways. A set of supply chains that are
interdependent is called a holistic supply chain network (H-SCN)
in this paper. There is a need to focus on building the resilience
(in short, the ability of a system to recover from damage or
disruption) of an entire H-SCN as it is believed that such a network
system is strongly relevant to the recent economic recession that is
triggered by financial crises. The objectives of this paper are to
provide a classification of different SCNs in literature, leading to
the identification of a new type of SCN system, i.e., an H-SCN,
and to discuss the state of knowledge on the resilience of SCNs,
particularly of an H-SCN. A systematic review approach is applied
in this paper. Another contribution of this paper is the provision
of a more comprehensive definition and description of resilient
systems, including SCN systems. A final contribution of this paper
is the proposal of the future directions of research on resilient SCN
systems, particularly resilient H-SCN systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the past few decades, manufacturing strategies have
continuously evolved to satisfy four major attributes

of consumer products: 1) cost; 2) quality; 3) usability; and
4) availability (or delivery time). Supply chain management
(SCM) has played a vital role in delivering support to achieve
the aforementioned attributes (adapted from the work in [1]).
During the 1980s and the 1990s, SCM was merely treated as
a problem of intraorganizational logistical management. Most
of the models are developed to solve for the optimal lot size
[2]–[5], order quantity [6], and architectural decision to reduce
the total cost of a product.

However, factors such as core competence, globalization, im-
proved transportation structures and services, and ever-growing
information and communication technologies have gradually
evolved the supply chains to form interorganizational supply
chain networks (SCNs) [7], [8]. For instance, the recent fi-
nancial crisis of some big automotive companies and other
major crises have all suggested that there are interactions and
interdependence among several supply chains and that inter-
actions and interdependence be addressed [9]. In this paper,
a system that consists of several supply chains is called an
interorganization or holistic SCN (H-SCN), the notion of which
was first proposed in [10]. Clearly, there is a need to focus
on building the resilience (in short, the ability of a system to
recover from damage or disruption) of an H-SCN in order to
avoid global economic recession. In fact, there is a great deal
of confusion in existing literature regarding the definition of an
SCN and its resilience. This paper first provides a clarification
of confusions regarding the terminology in SCM and proposes
a classification of SCNs through a systematic literature review
process, and then, it discusses the future directions of research
on resilient SCN systems, particularly resilient H-SCN systems.

A systematic review technique is employed for the compre-
hensive coverage and analysis of related literature. According
to the work in [11], the term “systematic review” refers to
a specific methodology of research, which was developed in
order to gather and evaluate the available evidence pertaining
to a focused topic. The primary question for this review is:
what is our knowledge regarding a resilient SCN? Since it
was felt at the point this review was conducted, there was
some confusion existing in literature regarding the definition
of an SCN. The secondary question is thus spilled out from
the primary question, which is: what is an SCN? The review
was conducted to answer the secondary question first and then
to answer the primary question. This order was based on our
preliminary observation that a large portion of literature used
the term “SCN,” but in fact, the system they were actually
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concerned takes a serial structure (i.e., strictly a chain) instead
of a network. Therefore, the clarification of the concept of SCN
systems seems to be necessary.

Another methodological consideration was regarding the
criteria for what a resilient supply chain system is about. This
is important as the answer to this question will serve as a
basis for evaluating various research works claiming them-
selves as research on the resilient SCN. Therefore, prior to the
intended systematic review, a more comprehensive definition of
resilient systems, particularly in the context of supply systems,
was developed. Finally, the systematic review methodologies
described in [12]–[15] were followed. It is to be noted that
a more rigorous methodology “metaanalysis” was not taken
in this review. This is mainly because the object or product
(i.e., literature) is more qualitative in nature and it is diffi-
cult to establish variables and moderators for a metaanalysis
process [16].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, two back-
grounds are discussed; the first is the definition of resilience,
and the second is the definition of a supply chain and its related
concepts. In Sections III and IV, this paper will provide a review
of the concept of SCNs and the concept of resilient supply
chain systems, respectively. In Section V, the future directions
of research on resilient H-SCNs are described.

II. GENERAL UNDERSTANDING OF SUPPLY

CHAIN AND ITS RESILIENCE

A. Supply Chain and SCM

In general, a supply chain is a group of entities that are
involved in a chain of processes concerning the procurement of
raw materials or components, their conversion and/or assembly
into a product, and the delivery of the final product to a cus-
tomer [17]. Lamming et al. [18] referred the origin of “SCM”
to the early 1980s when it only represented the management
of materials across different functional boundaries within an
organization [19], [20], but it was later extended to include
“upstream” production chains and “downstream” distribution
channels [21]–[24]. The typical definition of the term SCM
in [25] is as follows: “The supply chain refers to all those
activities associated with the transformation and flow of goods
and services, including their attendant information flows, from
the sources of materials to end users. Management refers to
integration of all these activities, both internal and external.”

Costs are a main concern for SCM. There are several costs
in a supply chain, such as the ordering cost, the inventory
holding cost, the transportation cost, and the production and/or
assembly cost (including the operating cost). Traditionally,
SCM aims to reduce the sum of these costs by coordinating
various activities in a supply chain. At the same time, it also
tries to achieve customer satisfaction by improving the delivery
time, the product quality, and availability. Several strategies
have evolved over the history to facilitate the achievement of
these objectives as follows.

1) Mass customization: the capability of companies to offer
individually tailored products or services on a large scale,
i.e., combining customization with mass production [26].

2) Lean practice: the reduction of wastes that are anything
without adding value to a supply chain. Several further
notions are related to this lean philosophy, such as just
in time (JIT), total quality management, total preventive
maintenance, and human resource management [27]. For

example, the inventory is considered one of the nonvalue-
adding entities, and the appropriate practice of JIT inven-
tory management is adopted. It is noted that JIT aims to
reduce the inventory or work in the process to zero.

3) E-commerce and virtual organization: some of the
modern supply chains enhanced with the power of the
Internet and other communication systems embark on
these new strategies to satisfy the demand of their cus-
tomers. For more details on E-commerce and virtual
organizations, see [8], and [28]–[31], respectively.

4) Hybrid strategy: the whole supply chain is divided into
two parts at a dividing point called the “decoupling
point,” i.e., upstream and downstream, according to the
work in [17]. The management strategy at the upstream
activities is based on the forecast that is further based on
the past information, whereas the management strategy
at the downstream activities is based on the real demand
from the present customer [17]. Multiple decoupling
points in a global supply chain system were also dis-
cussed in [32], in which three different types of decou-
pling points were discussed, i.e., the product structure
decoupling point, the supply structure decoupling point,
and the demand transfer decoupling point.

B. Resilience

In this section, definitions of resilience in various fields are
presented. Thereafter, some key characteristics of resilience
from these definitions are observed, which will be used later
for the systematic review of resilience in supply chain literature
in this paper.

1) Resilience in material science: Resilience in material
science is usually referred to as the ability of a material
to return to its original shape after temporary deflection.
The degree of recovery is measured on the speed of
recovery [33]. The degree of resilience is also measured
on the ratio of the energy returned to the energy applied to
produce the deformation. The higher the ratio, the higher
the resilience of the material is [33]. This ratio can be
viewed as proportional to the percentage of rebouncing.

2) Human resilience: A critical review by Luthar et al. [34]
referred to resilience as a dynamic process encompass-
ing positive adaptation within the context of significant
adversity. They considered an individual’s exposure to
significant threats or adversities and positive adaptation
despite disruption to the development process.

An interesting distinction between recovery and resilience
patterns was made based on the impact of a traumatic event on
the normal functioning of a human, as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1
shows that a resilient individual does have major disruptions
in its normal function during a traumatic event, but the effect
is mild. Medium-level disruptions absorbed for the recovery
pattern tend to first increase and then reach normal levels
ultimately. The other two plots, i.e., delayed and chronic, are
considered the patterns of nonresilient individuals.

3) Ecological and engineering resilience: Holling defined
and distinguished engineering resilience and ecosystem
resilience as two different and alternating paradigms [36].
His ideas on these systems are shown in Table I.

4) Information and communication resilience: Laprie [37]
identified resilience in complex information and computer
systems to have a similar notion as ecological resilience
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Fig. 1. Possible human responses after a traumatic event (adopted from the
work in [35]).

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF ENGINEERING RESILIENCE VERSUS

ECOLOGICAL RESILIENCE [36]

described by Holling [38]. For such a system, he provided
the following definition of resilience: “The persistence of
avoidance of failures that are unacceptably frequent or
severe, when facing changes.”

Sterbenz et al. [39] described the following two disciplines
that serve as the basis of network resilience: 1) challenge
tolerance disciplines that deal with the design and engineering
of systems that continue to provide service in the face of
challenges; and 2) trustworthiness disciplines that describe the
measurable properties of resilient systems.

5) Business resilience: Hamel and Valikangas referred to
business resilience as a superior capacity to reinvent a
business model before circumstances force to change [40].
They further proposed the following strategies for business
resilience:

a) anticipation of unexpected failures through close at-
tention to the business environment;

b) investment in diversity (products or services);
c) constant exploration of new opportunities;

d) maintaining the balance between optimization (a
pursuit for efficiency) and the exploration of new
opportunities.

6) General definition of a resilient system: The defini-
tions of resilience gathered from various fields before
are utilized to prescribe the characteristics of a resilient
system and build a general definition for it. The general
definition will be translated to a supply chain perspective
in Section IV.

a) Objective: The objective of a resilient system is to
survive and to maintain function (at least partially) in
the course of disruption. For a supply chain, survival
can be viewed as making profits, whereas the function
of a supply chain can be viewed as meeting the de-
mand with the supply. Here, the concepts of survival
and functioning are separately made to capture a case
where a supply chain meets the demand, but the
demand is not enough to make profits for its survival.

b) Anticipation: A resilient system should have con-
tinuous anticipation for all kinds of disruptions by
paying close attention to the constant changes in
its environment and at the same time utilizing the
knowledge learned from the past disruptive events.

c) Estimation: A resilient system should have a strong
intent to estimate and prioritize damages that could
occur from the anticipated disruptions.

d) Preparation: A resilient system should adopt a suit-
able resilient strategy or a combination of strategies
as preparation for defending possible disruptions.
Some of the resilient strategies as identified from
the aforementioned are to build diversity, flexibility,
redundancy, security and safety measures, collabo-
ration, and sharing of resources. Which strategy is
selected depends on the system, the context, and the
situation. As an extension of the distinction made
by Holling [36] between engineering resilience and
ecological resilience, this paper believes that the sup-
ply chain system occupies the intersection of these
two paradigms (see Table I) as it not only deals
with the social component in the form of interactions
with suppliers and customers but also concerns the
engineering value during the production and manu-
facturing phase.

Combining the aforementioned characteristics, a general
definition of a resilient system is suggested as follows: A
resilient system is a system with an objective to survive and
maintain function even during the course of disruptions, pro-
vided with a capability to predict and assess the damage of
possible disruptions, and enhanced by the strong awareness
of its ever-changing environment and knowledge of the past
events, thereby utilizing resilient strategies for defense against
the disruptions. The proposed definition can be seen as a
combination of the definitions of Zhang and Lin [41] and
Hollnagel et al. [42]. Furthermore, the definition is applicable
to SCN systems regardless of being a “linear chain” or a “net-
work” system. The necessary attention to the general definition
is paid to a particular system, e.g., information systems [41],
[43], manufacturing systems [44], transportation systems [45],
[46], SCN systems, etc., in the perspective of the structure of the
particular system and the type of damages. For SCN systems,
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Fig. 2. Distribution of articles (in the ScienceDirect database) using the
term SCN.

the damage at the system’s behavior level is “supply fails to
meet demand,” which is a common notion in the community of
the SCN system [47].

III. SCNS: ORIGIN AND CLASSIFICATION

In this section, the term “SCN” is clarified, and the classifi-
cation of SCNs is thus studied. To achieve these objectives, we
adopt a systematic review technique for examining literature.
This includes two steps, i.e., data collection (i.e., searching rel-
evant literature) and data analysis (i.e., examining the literature
obtained).

A. Literature Acquisition

The following two online citation databases were selected for
this paper:

1) ScienceDirect: www.sciencedirect.com;
2) Scopus: www.scopus.com.
These data sources comprehensively cover all major journals

and magazines in the fields of supply chain, manufacturing,
production, industrial engineering and operations research, in-
cluding journals (e.g., European Engineering Management, the
Journal of Operational Research, the International Journal of
Production Research, Omega, IEEE Engineering Management,
and Management Science). Three keywords (supply, chain, and
network) were used with the following combinations: “supply
network,” “supply chain,” and “network.” The search was
directed to all contents including the title of the article, the
abstract, and the keywords in all the relevant journals and
magazines. There was no restriction on the years of publication.
This was done to find out the first use of the term SCN.

The search yielded a huge number of articles, and after
applying filters in the respective websites, the ScienceDirect
data source search yielded 1027 articles, and their distribution
over the years is shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 shows the number
of articles using the term SCN on the vertical axis and the
corresponding years of publication on the horizontal axis.

A similar search on the database of Scopus has shown that
694 articles used the term SCN, and their distribution is shown
in Fig. 3. Since the number of articles found is enormous, only
48 articles were chosen for the analysis based on their relevance
to SCNs and popularity (the number of citations received). The
article selection was also uniformly distributed over the years
of publication proportional to the number of articles for the
respective years.

Fig. 3. Distribution of articles (in the Scopus database) using the term SCN.

TABLE II
AMBIGUOUS USAGE OF THE TERM SCN

B. Literature Analysis

A preliminary analysis was performed on the search results
with the help of the plots shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
These plots indicate that the use of the term SCN became
widely popular in supply chain literature at the beginning of
years 1998 and 1999. Moreover, its usage kept increasing over
the years, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. It is to be
noted that the drop in the curves in the last section of the
plots is because only articles published until the middle of the
year 2010 were collected. A further analysis was performed
through the careful study of the selected 48 articles (as listed
in Table II). As for the origin of the term SCN, the first
among the authors to use this term based on the aforementioned
search were Billington and Davis [48], Padillo et al. [49],
Huchzermeier and Cohen [50], Correa and Miranda [51],
Chandra [52], Lin et al. [53], Ross et al. [54], Lin and Shaw
[55], and Srinvasan and Moon [56]. However, the first com-
prehensive definition and analysis of an SCN was not recorded

www.sciencedirect.com
www.scopus.com
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Fig. 4. Firm-centered SCNs (adapted from the work in [57]).

until Lin and Shaw [55]. According to them, “A supply chain
network is a network of autonomous or semi-autonomous
business entities involved, through upstream and downstream
links, in the different processes and activities that produce
goods or services to customers.” Furthermore, they classified
SCNs into three types based on seven attributes. However, the
classification has not included the structural information of the
network that distinguishes different supply chain systems.

The classification of SCNs is important because the increas-
ing usage of the term SCN combined with no clear classification
on its structure might cause some trouble for future researchers
to identify and evaluate relevant literature. To address this con-
cern, this paper identifies three network structures that might
have been referred to as SCNs by earlier researchers in this
field. They are illustrated in the following. The first type of
SCNs contains a starlike structure. In this structure, various
branches evolve from a single node to various parts of the
network. Such a structure of an SCN is usually seen when the
distribution of products is from a single manufacturing unit to
various distribution units. All nodes in the network are under
the control of a single management. The main management
activity of this type of SCNs is the planning of the distribution
activities of the products of a single firm at various geographical
locations. Hereafter, this type of SCN is named as SCN-I. Fig. 4
illustrates SCN-I, which is adopted from the work in [57].

The second type of SCNs is a tier-based network system. In
this structure, there are multiple instances of different firms at
each stage in a supply chain. Such a structure is commonly seen
when several supply chains exist to have common source nodes
(suppliers) and destination nodes (customers). The nodes in this
kind of networks are independent and not all under the control
of a single management. The main management activities of
this type of SCNs are planning and partner selection at the same
tier level [28], [58]. Hereafter, this type of SCNs is named as
SCN-II. Fig. 5 illustrates SCN-II. On a further note, this type
of SCNs is centered on a particular industrial sector of products
(e.g., the automotive sector), and the networks of SCN-II do not
extend their reach beyond the industrial sector they belong to.

The third type of SCNs is defined as a set of supply chains
that have interdependent relations. These supply chains are
different in their nature; for example, one supply chain may
be on a business to supply housing property, whereas another
supply chain may be on a business to supply cars. For the
convenience of subsequent discussions, let us call this type of
SCNs SCN-III or H-SCN (see Fig. 6). A couple of remarks are
made on the definition of an H-SCN.

Remark 1: Goods “traveling” over SCNs can be of three
types, i.e., energy, material, and information or signal [9], [60].

Fig. 5. Industry-centered SCNs (adapted from the work in [59]).

Fig. 6. (a)–(d) H-SCN.

Multiple flows of goods between any two entities of an SCN are
allowed [see Fig. 6(a)].

Remark 2: Interdependence only happens between two en-
tities of SCNs [see Fig. 6(b)]. Interdependence has two types,
i.e., logical and physical. Logical interdependence involves the
flows of goods, and it is directional [see Fig. 6(b)], whereas
physical interdependence is about spatial and temporal con-
straints imposed on the multiple flows or entities of SCNs
[see Fig. 6(b)]. Fig. 6(c) shows three supply chains (two with
SCN-I and one with SCN-II) and their interaction. In particular,
the supply chain of SCN-II crosses over two supply chains
of SCN-I. Fig. 6(d) illustrates that two firms that belong to
two different SCN-I systems share the same work space (e.g.,
building). An example of a temporal constraint over two flows
of goods may be such that the two flows must start from
their sources and arrive at their destinations at the same time,
respectively.

Remark 3: The member (i.e., SCNs) in an H-SCN can be
of SCN-I and/or SCN-II or other H-SCNs. SCNs of this type
are revisited in the last section of this paper, where the future
directions of research are discussed.

C. Discussion

The term SCN has been widely used in contemporary liter-
ature. Its usage is ever growing and so is its ambiguity. Ac-
cording to the work in [1], “the origins of the notion of supply
chain management (SCM) are unclear.” Their view is in support
to our observation. Although some classifications of SCNs
are available in literature [55], [61], no clear terminology is
available to distinguish the SCN structures and their respective
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scope of the purpose. This paper defined three types of SCNs
based on their structure and scope of purposes (see the previous
section).

The three types of SCNs previously discussed are used to
classify the 47 selected works, and they are listed in Table II.
Table II includes those that use the term SCN in literature but
in an ambiguous manner. It is noted that Dubois et al. [62] did
not use the term SCN, but they actually discussed the structural
issue of an H-SCN, which is an example of confusion in
literature regarding the term supply chain or SCN. The papers
listed under H-SCN in Table II have not discussed the particular
management issue related to the H-SCN, which will be
discussed in the last section of this paper. In fact, they were still
on the SCNs of SCN-I or SCN-II as far as the management of
the SCN is concerned. In these studies, the fact that a particular
SCN of type I or type II may interact with other SCNs was
at most viewed or modeled as somewhat “disturbances”
or “boundary conditions” to that particular SCN of type I or
type II. Such an idea can be seen in the study of Chan et al. [63],
where they studied the supplier’s flexibility to the manufacturer,
particularly the following question: is a real-time control for
the supplier’s flexibility necessary? It is noted that, in [1], the
term “networked supply chain” was used, which does not imply
the recognition of an H-SCN. In fact, the system they termed is
of SCN-II, which has some sense of network (see Fig. 5).

One of the most important needs to make the classification
of SCNs is that different types of SCNs may call for different
design and operation management approaches or techniques.
For instance, upon the standing out of an H-SCN, how to
manage it calls for further research. In the current literature,
the studies of SCN-I and SCN-II mainly considered a serial
structure, including four independent processes, i.e., material
supply, manufacturing, logistics, and customers. The design of
SCN-I and SCN-II is to determine the parameters of a starlike
structure and a tier-based structure, respectively; the design
of an H-SCN is, however, to determine the parameters of the
network structure. The management activities of SCN-I and
SCN-II in the current literature have been summarized in
Section III-A; however, the management of H-SCNs has not
been studied in literature, except in our own preliminary work
[10], [103]. Our previous work has shown that the design and
management of H-SCNs will face the challenge of scalability
issues [10], [103]. Furthermore, in the design and management
of supply chain systems, modeling tools are necessary; in
particular, there are mainly four types, i.e., spreadsheet, system
dynamics, discrete-event dynamic system techniques, and busi-
ness games [104]. All these tools can be employed for SCN-I
and SCN-II; however, only discrete-event tools are appropriate
for the H-SCN systems due to the different structures and the
related scalability issue, which was recently discussed in [103].

The classification of SCNs also provides a framework for
future researchers to identify and present their works in the
most relevant sections of SCM literature. It is also noted that,
hereafter, the terms (supply chain and SCN) are used inter-
changeably; a chain is a special kind of network. In literature,
there have been proposals that view a supply chain as a net-
work [105], [106], but they did not have the clear notion of
an H-SCN.

IV. RESILIENT SCN

In this section, a review of the works related to the applica-
tion of resilience in the field of SCM is presented. Note that

the general definition of a resilient system is applicable to a
resilient SCN system. A similar systematic review technique
used in Section III was adopted for this review. The databases
and the search methodology remained the same. The keywords
used were shifted to various combinations of the words “supply
chain,” “SCN,” “resilience,” “resilient,” and “resiliency.” For
the selection criteria, only the works that address resilience and
its related issues in supply chains are selected. In addition to
relevance, the number of citations was also taken into account.
As a result, 43 articles were selected for the analysis, and the
classification was made into four categories of resilient SCNs.
These categories were developed based on the characteristics
proposed in the definition of a resilient system in Section II-B.
The categories are as follows.

1) Awareness and anticipation: The articles that stress on
the identification and awareness of existing vulnerabili-
ties and upcoming disasters in a supply chain.

2) Estimation and measurement: The articles that are fo-
cused on computation regarding the effect of a disruption
or the effect of adopting alternative mitigation strategies.

3) Proactive defense: Proactive strategies are those that are
in action even before a disruption takes place.

4) Reactive defense: Reactive strategies are those that are
designed to perform a defensive action after damage or a
disruption happens to the system.

Using the aforementioned four categories, 43 articles rele-
vant to resilient SCNs were selected and grouped, as shown
in Table III. Some of the key papers are commented in the
following.

Christopher and Peck [107] provided an empirical study from
several industrial supply chains. They discussed the concept of
the interdependence of SCNs, but the network in their descrip-
tion seems to be SCN-II (see Fig. 5) with some relationships
existing between two nonneighboring organizations, and these
relationships seem to make sense for them to define and use the
term “network.” They elaborated on the nature of resilience,
including internal vulnerability and external risks. They also
proposed the design of systems into resilience with flexibility
and redundancy. It is also very interesting to note that they rec-
ognized the difference between robustness and resilience, with
the latter focusing on the shift of the stable or equilibrium state.
They also elaborated the importance of information sharing and
visibility, as well as planning. Their work has touched all the
four characteristics of a resilient SCN. Their work is, however,
qualitative in nature.

Sheffi [108] presented a similar discussion with Christopher
and Peck [107] but with an interesting point that resilience
can make a company to predict ahead. Another point that was
added by Sheffi [108] is the cultural effect. He implied that
different cultures of an organization can considerably change
the resilience property or behavior of the company. However,
his work landed on the SCN of type I and type II only.

A comprehensive discussion of the concepts of risk in supply
chains of type I and type II was made in Deloitte’s white
paper [109]. This white paper also proposed the means to
achieve resilience in an SCN system, i.e., visibility, flexibil-
ity, collaboration, and control. Carvalho and Machado [110]
presented a very interesting work on the integration of lean,
agile, resilience, and green paradigm for SCM. They used the
cost as a common denomination for all the four means, and
they discussed some conflicts among the four means. Their
SCN is a serial structure (i.e., SCN-I). There may be some
controversy with their proposition that all the four means are
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TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION OF RESILIENT SCNS

aimed at reducing the cost. In fact, a lean SCN can certainly
reduce the cost, but a resilient SCN may increase the cost if the
redundancy design approach is taken. Blackhurst et al. [111]
presented an empirical study on the management of disruptions
in an SCN. First, their application model is of SCN-I or
SCN-II. Second, they only gave the awareness of disruption,
the likelihood of disruption, and its management. Another
empirical study on disruption management was conducted by
Wanger and Neshat [112]. Again, their study was for SCN-I or
SCN-II systems.

The classification presented in Table III reveals that the ex-
clusive use of the term resilience in the context of a supply chain
is quite recent (2003–2004). It has been observed that supply
chain literature suggests more of proactive defense approaches
than of the reactive approach to achieve resilience in a supply
chain. However, there is a great overlapping of the strategies
for the management of resilient SCNs among various works in
literature. Some of the most prominent strategies were found
to be:

1) the identification of vulnerabilities (e.g., the “bullwhip”
effect, etc.);

2) building redundancy (easy but costly);

3) building flexibility (cost effective but hard to build);
4) reconfigurations planning;
5) taking high security measure (costs can be reduced

through collaboration).
The survey revealed that most of the works in resilient supply

chains are qualitative in their nature. In addition, the main
drawback of the aforementioned works is that the management
strategies proposed are suitable to the SCNs of SCN-I or
SCN-II but not suitable to an H-SCN.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF WORK

A. Conclusions

The concept of supply chains, i.e., SCNs, is not clear in
the current literature. There are many uses of the term SCN,
but essentially, they are chains in a serial structure only. This
paper has proposed to classify SCNs (chains are considered
the simplest network) into three types, i.e., SCN-I, SCN-II, and
H-SCN, after generalizing the existing literature.

There have been many studies on the management of the first
two types of SCNs but less work on the third type of SCNs (if
none). There have been many studies on the management of the
resilience of the first two types of SCNs but not that of H-SCNs.
A fruitful result is available on the detection of vulnerable areas,
the plan for emergency, and information sharing for achieving
resilience with an SCN. However, these studies are not upon a
clear definition of resilience.

As opposed to the complete definition of resilient systems
given in Section II-B, the existing literature only provided
partial knowledge on one or two aspects of resilience, e.g.,
vulnerability. In fact, the resilience of a system makes more
sense on a highly networked system [41], [60]; in other words,
the resilience of H-SCNs being higher than that of the first
two types of SCNs makes more sense. There are two reasons
for this assertion. First, the resilience of an H-SCN has more
impact to the economy of a societal system as the structure
of an H-SCN takes across different areas of economic and
social units, e.g., financial institutions, manufacturing indus-
tries, healthcare systems, etc. Propagations of any bad effect
in the operation of an H-SCN (e.g., the bullwhip effect, etc.)
can be more uncertain (thus more vulnerable areas internally
and more unanticipated events externally). Second, the higher
the degree of “hybridization” and “diversity” in a system, the
higher the resilience or chance to recovery after a system’s
mishap through the reconfiguration of the system in particular
(see the ecological resilience of Holling [36]).

It is further noted that resilience, reliability, and robustness
are distinct concepts [41], [156]; detailed discussion can be
found in [156]. The current research on resilient SCNs is not
built on the distinction of these concepts, except for the work
of Christopher and Peck [107]. This situation can thus hinder
further developments of theory for resilient SCNs.

B. Future Directions of Research on H-SCN Systems

The authors of this paper have further asserted that the lack
of knowledge and awareness of H-SCNs and their resilience
in our society is responsible for the financial crisis and the
global economy recession. The fact that Japanese automobile
parts supplies also suffer from the fall of American automobile
industries has given evidence to our assertion. The resilience of
individual firms (Japanese automobile manufacturers) does not
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ensure the resilience of the entire network (global automobile
manufacturers). However, the falls of firms have time stamps,
e.g., the fall of the American automobile industries first and
then the fall of the Japanese automobile industries. The dynam-
ics of the falls suggests a need to study the dynamic propagation
of disruptions over an entire H-SCN in the future, i.e., Research
Thrust I. There are a couple of issues in order to develop a tool
to predict the propagation of disruptions over an entire H-SCN
system.

Issue 1: Measure of disruption. In literature [111], [157],
[158], several reviews relevant to this issue are useful to ad-
dressing this issue. However, this paper has not been built on
the classification of SCNs (i.e., three types, as concluded in this
paper). Therefore, more clarification and classification of these
measures proposed in literature is needed with a goal to adapt
them to the H-SCN system. Furthermore, the current literature
seems to be more on the SCNs of SCN-I or SCN-II. Therefore,
a disruption makes more sense on a single firm but not on an
entire network. Further research toward measures for an entire
SCN system is warranted.

Issue 2: Dynamic propagation. The existing approach to
propagation lands on SCNs of SCN-I and SCN-II. There is
awareness of the need for employing some more sophisticated
tool such as Petri nets to the dynamic propagation of disruptions
[111], [172]. In our opinion, more specifically, there is a need
to study the information acquisition and prediction accuracy as
the accuracy of prediction relies on the information available
and its quality. The information acquisition will become a basis
for a regulatory body to develop policies and rules for an
H-SCN system, which is another future research problem (see
later discussions in this paper).

Future research on the modeling and simulation of resilient
H-SCN systems for the effective design and management of
H-SCN systems is urgently needed, i.e., Research Thrust II.
The existing knowledge is not sufficient for the management
of resilient H-SCNs; in fact, only a few studies were upon a
holistic SCN, and they were more qualitative than quantitative
(see discussions in Section IV). The modeling of an H-SCN
system will be a useful step toward a systematic development
of the knowledge of resilient H-SCN systems in all the four
aspects (see both discussions in Sections II-B and IV), i.e., an-
ticipation, estimation, proactive defense, and reactive defense.
The modeling should take into consideration those well-known
effects, such as the bullwhip effect [159], [160] or the Forrester
effect [161], as those effects actually are the causes of the
vulnerability of a whole network. Furthermore, the modeling
should also take into account the different management strate-
gies such as the hybrid strategy of Christopher [17], and so on,
as they affect the performance of a whole network. Network
theories need to be studied for their suitability for modeling
an H-SCN system, including social networks [162], scale-free
networks [163], and Petri nets [164]–[167].

Another future research is the regulation/coordination in an
H-SCN system, i.e., Research Thrust III. It is clear that a
complete “self-evolution” business approach in the business
world is prone to failures, e.g., the financial crisis. This is
perhaps due to the very nature of humans, i.e., competitive-
ness. Competitiveness can lead to “local minima,” which has
been shown to be true in evolutionary optimization techniques.
Therefore, there is a need for research on a balanced regulation
and “self-evolution” strategy for operation management. Such
a tradeoff is believed to be dependent on a particular culture
of a community where several supply chains cooperate, e.g.,

the spending culture, trustiness among business entities, etc.
Finally, regulation/coordination should be studied for both the
operation and recovery of an H-SCN system.

Finally, research should be directed toward the understanding
of information sharing in an H-SCN system, i.e., Research
Thrust IV. Information sharing should be a general principle in
the management of an H-SCN. It is noted that information shar-
ing has been widely studied in the area of SCM for SCN-I and
SCN-II [17], [168], [169], [171] but not for H-SCN systems.
Research particularly should be on the understanding of what
type of information should be shared and how the sharing can
be realized. Furthermore, studies of information sharing and
regulation/coordination must be integrated simply because any
information identified to be useful to the business continuity of
an H-SCN system must be approved by regulation, whereas the
nature of regulation/coordination in a market economic society
is about information and its sharing of the business and the
society but not about instructing how businesses should do their
operations.

All the proposed studies, however, need to include human
factors in the loop. The emphasis on the human factors has
been implied by the awareness of the cultural effect on an
organization in terms of resilience. The recent move on the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 22301 that
emphasizes the resilience of a whole society is hand-in-hand
with the emphasis on the management of an H-SCN advocated
in our paper. Furthermore, methodologically, an H-SCN system
should be considered a complex adaptive system by following
the proposition of Surana et al. [101], although they did not
have the notion of an H-SCN. Another methodological notion
is that an H-SCN system should be viewed as a highly uncertain
and dynamic system (see the view of Simangunsong et al. [170]
when they deal with SCN-I or SCN-II systems).
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